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A Flight to Remember

Saturday, July 16, 2011 marks an Adjective day in history. We Verb upon our first flight together

.

We arrived at Location to be exact. I finally got to meet Chrisâ?? Adjective friend George and his

fabulous wife, Brandi. They Past tense verb us like Plural noun treated us like royalty and I already

Verb them! That day we took the tram up Number plus feet to a Adjective view off

Sandia Peak. We enjoyed the Plural noun and the Number degree weather then headed back for an

early evening and a yummy homemade Number .

Saturday, bright-eyed and Adjective we headed out for the hot air balloon ride. I had already

Past tense verb Chris that we were Verb ending in ing with my fear of Plural noun with this

balloon ride and to Verb me in advance if I happened to completely flip out. So we met up with the

crew and watched them Adjective set up the balloon to its full glory. Nobody was particularly chatty, but

they were busily setting things up. Our pilot was Colleen and her Adjective balloon. We

Adjective ending in ly took



off on our trip and it was Adjective We peacefully Past tense verb up above the ground for my first

ballooning experience ever. I was enraptured by the Noun of the bright and happy balloon, loving the

different view of the Noun I had seen from the peaks the day before, and enjoyed Verb ending in 

ing with our pilot and Chris as I took it all in.

At some point, he got the cue for a Lenth of time of quiet and slipped out the Noun . Of course I

would be Adjective looking at all the little Noun but finally his Body part that was

twisted with anxiety, worry and panic caught my eye. Chris started to say I love you but I donâ??t remember

anything else because all of my attention was drawn to the Verb ending in ing Adjective ring resting

in a Noun . I believe my first words were Exclamation And then some logical part of

Internal organ reminded my mouth that an answer of some sort was required and of course I then said

Exclamation He slipped the ring on my Body part as I continued to Verb my wits. Colleen

radioed to the rest of the Plural noun that I had said yes. After our sporty landing we Past tense verb

up the balloon, headed to the tail gate where we were Past tense verb the story of the first hot air balloon in

all itâ??s Noun . Everyone Past tense verb then we headed back to our New Mexico home for a

much deserved Noun .



Dinner was one of my Adjective meals ever and we Past tense verb the little Plural noun with

George and Brandi till another early evening in to get rest for our game of balloon chasing the next morning. We

had fun being more involved with Verb ending in ing Verb ending in ing and Verb ending in ing up

the balloon as well as rescuing several Plural noun stuck in soft Noun in the Location . The

rest of the day was filled with shops, wandering old Location experiencing more yummy Plural 

noun and experiencing the area. The next morning we were all too soon back on a Noun headed

home to share the Adjective news with the rest of our Plural noun and family. There will always be

a Adjective place in my Internal organ for the sprawling town of Albuquerque, New Mexico and the

wonderful family of ballooning that we made there!
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